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The INSACOG reports genomic surveillance of SARS CoV -2 across the country through sequencing of 
samples from Sentinel sites and also detailed State-wise and district-wise analysis for some states 
under State MoUs (Maharashtra, Kerala and some others). A summary of the INSACOG information 
is  at https://dbtindia.gov.in/insacog. All  cumulative data of INSACOG and other state sequencing 
initiatives can be found at the INSACOG data portal link 
(http://clingen.igib.res.in/covid19genomes/). New web-based query tool is now available on the 
data portal. All data presented on the portal is organized by date of sample collection, state, 
assigned lineage and mutations found on analysis.  

INSACOG: 

 Total number of samples processed so far is 58,240 

 Total number of samples sequenced is 58,240 

 Total number of sequences analysed are 46,124 

Samples from MoUs with state governments: 

 Number of samples sequenced is 3,299 

 

Total number of samples sequenced: 61,539 

 

The number of samples with pangolin lineage assigned are 

Table 1: Cumulative samples with pangolin lineage assigned (as on 23.07.2021) 

 
Community sample  Travelers sample  

Total pangolin 
lineage 

assigned  

Total 
VOC/VOI 

Proportion  

 
40949 5178 46127 26957 58.4% 

 

 

https://dbtindia.gov.in/insacog
http://clingen.igib.res.in/covid19genomes/
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Table 2: Distribution of VOCs (as on 23-07-2021) & B.1.617.1 and B.1.617.3 

  
 

Alpha variant Beta Variant  Gamma Variant Delta variant 
B.1.1617.1 and 

B.1.617.3 
Delta 
Plus  

  

Total 
VOC/ 
VOI Tr&Co Com Total Tr&Co Com Total Tr&Co Com Total Tr&Co Com Total Tr&Co Com Total 

 
577 3595 4172 117 100 217 1 0 1 71 17098 17169 85 5274 5359 39 26957 

Tr&Co= Travelers and contacts; * Com= Community samples   
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Delta continues to be the dominant lineage for new cases across all parts of India in recent samples 
and remains the most rapidly rising lineage globally that is responsible for multiple outbreaks, now 
also clearly being seen in the United Kingdom, Europe, United States and Africa, after involving much 
of south-east Asia (1). Based on recent data from USA, regions with high vaccination and strong 
public health measures, continue to do well and regions with most severe outbreaks are the ones 
with lower levels of vaccination. Rise in hospitalization and death rates are much lower, when 
compared to rise in new cases, in UK, Europe and USA, when compared to previous waves. In UK, 
data from the SIREN study that is a reinfection study being conducted in health care workers, has 
found that the frequency of PCR positivity in the SIREN cohort overall has increased in June, after 
very low levels March-May (Public Health England, Technical Briefing 18). This is in line with 
increased reinfection risk with Delta and is consistent with previous publications and bulletins of 
INSACOG. There is some data that variants lead to reduced sensitivity of antigen-based tests and this 
may need more detailed evaluation for public health testing (2). 

Other VOCs continue to be very low in India and are declining relative to Delta globally. No cases of 
Lambda variant have been reported so far in India. A growing spectrum of mutations is seen in the 
Delta background in India, especially from states with high levels of sequencing such as Maharashtra 
and Kerala. This is expected since there will always be mutations when viruses replicate, with very 
few being significant. These mutations can be seen in a new open web-resource developed for this 
purpose (3, 4).  It can be seen that mutations on Delta background appear to be sporadic and at low 
frequencies. As of now, there is no direct genomic evidence of a new VOC from the Delta 
background. AY.1 and AY.2, do not appear to be any more transmissible than Delta and are declining 
in US and UK. AY.3 lineage, a sub-lineage of B.1.617.2 (Delta), has been reported in USA.  As 
discussed in previous bulletin, AY.3 lacks K417N and is very similar to Delta.  While early evidence 
suggests AY.3 lineage has been showing an upward trend in some regions in the USA, it is too early 
to estimate relative transmissibility compared to Delta. Only isolated cases of AY.3 exist in India and 
there is no evidence of regional increase in AY.3 at this time.  Clusters of cases containing new 
mutations of known clinical significance will continue to be specifically looked for, as will mutations 
of known significance, especially for immune escape (5). Immune escape is the most important 
property for new variants capable of significant new outbreaks, in view of reported seropositivity in 
about 2/3rd of the population, as per ICMR June-July sero-survey.  

In summary, Delta variant and its sub-lineages are the major VOC in India at this time. Continuing 
outbreaks across India are attributable to Delta, a susceptible population, and opportunities for 
transmission. Public health measures to reduce transmission and vaccination remain critical.   

1) https://www.ft.com/content/fa4f248a-a476-491d-a5ce-f128360e9f24 

2) Jennifer K Frediani et al. Scientific reports 17 July 2021 

3) https://clingen.igib.res.in/genepi/phylovis/maharashtra/index.html?dataset=maharasht

ra 

4) https://clingen.igib.res.in/genepi/phylovis/kerala/index.html?dataset=kerala 

5) http://clingen.igib.res.in/esc/ 
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